a new development by



Aeroworld 8 is one of the new landmark destination
and development of Ciputra Group in West Jakarta.
Aeroworld 8 will be continously built on 80 ha as unique
one-stop destination, offering a huge range of facilities
to support lifestyle experience that connects quality,
excitement and green living with prosperity and growth.

Aerowold 8 will become a mixed-use retail and business destination of the highest
international quality. Indoors and outdoors retail areas; beautiful and open spaces,
excellend facilities and its ideal location will create the ideal mixed-use development.
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Aeroworld 8 presented new outdoor retail areas, Aerobliss that built in 2,4 hectares as one of
choices for growth business development.

It has strategic location and accessibility from

Soekarno Hatta International Airport and city center through good connectivity to toll road.
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Buiding design develops more creative like beehive and it has
secondary skin on layering between first and second floor in
order to reduce heat, nevertheless makes building more attractive.
The retail space will be culturally and economically varied,
offering a unique chance to create a diverse mix of uses that
responds to your needs.

For future development, Aeroworld 8 will become a new destination; whereas Aerobliss will take
charge of it. The plan will be a mix supporting and synergized uses including work residential,
entertainment, hotel and retail uses.
Step out from Aerobliss and you will also experience the life of rich in sights and sound of nature and
the surrounding calming lake weed, wide pedestrian pavement and beautiful tree line with lighting of
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commercial facilities such as cafes and restaurants on indoor retail square.
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Marketing Gallery
Citra 6 Blok M.2, CitraGarden City
Tel : +62 21 5437 4777

Marketing Point
Rukan AeroWalk Blok B2 No. 7
Aeroworld 8, CitraGarden City
Tel : +62 21 2943 0889, +62 21 2943 0890

www.citragardencity.com

